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Mathematica. - "The seale of ,'egulatity 0/ polytopes". By Dr. 
E. L. ELTE (Meppel). (Communicated by Prof. P. H. ScHOUTE). 

In my dissertation 1) it was my aim to determine the semiregular 
polytopes, i. e. tbe polytopes analogous to tbe semiregular polybedra. 
So this investigation bad to he based on a definition of tbe notion 
"semiregular polytope". Now ordinarily a semiregular polyhedron is 
defined as follows: "A I'emiregular polybedron bas eitlier congruent 
(or symmetrie) vertices and regular races 01' congrpent races and 
regular verti<.-'eS. So there are two kinds of semiregular polybedra. 
wbicb we wil1 caU witb CATALAN ') "semiregular of tbc first kind" 
and "semiregular of tbe second kind"; tlrose of tbc first kind are 
enumerated in tbe following tabIe. For any of these polybedra tbis 
table gives tbe numbers of vertices, edges, races and indicates ""hicb 
faces pass tbrough eacb vertex and wbieb couples of faces pass 
tbrough eacb kind of edges. Here Pil denotes a regular polygon 
~itb n vertices. 

i i I I Faces through Faces through Notationl Nl. i Vertices i Edges Faces a vertex theedges 
I I : 
I 

1 ! I I I 
tT I 12 18 I 8 11'3 , 21'6 1'6 ,1'6 11'6 ,1'3 

tC I 2 24 36 14 11'3 , 2Ps i 
Ps ,Ps IPs ,1'3 

tO 3 24 36 14 lP" ,2P6 1'6 ,P6 i P6 ,P. 
tD 4 60 90 32 11'3 , 2plO PlO/PlO I PIO,P3 

tI 5 60 90 32 lPs , 21'6 P6 ,P6!P6 ,P5 
CO 6 12 24 14 21'3 ,2P" P. ,1'3 ! 
ID 1 30 I 60 32 21'3 , 2Ps Ps ,Pa . 

I I 
RCO 8 24 48 -26 11'3 ,3P" p" ,P. i P. ,1'3 

RID 9 60 120 62 11'3 , 2p" , lPs P. ,Ps p" ,1'3 
tCO 10 48 12 26 lP" t 11'6 , IPs 1'6 ,Ps P. ,Ps P. ,1'6 
tID 11 120 

, 
lBO 62 lp" , IA • JPIO Ptc,P6 I PlO,P. P. ,1'6 1 

I 

CS 12 24 

I 
60 38 lP. ,41'3 P" p" Pa ,Pa 

OS 

1

13 60 150 92 lPs , 41'3 Ps ,Pa 1'3.1'3 . 
Pn 

1

14 2n 3n n+2 IPn, 2p4 Pn,P .. ,. ,P4 

APn 15 2n 4n 2n+2 IPn,3Pa Pn.P3 1'3,1'3 j I 

1) *Tbe semiregular polylopes or tbe hyperspaces", Groningen, 1912 . 
. 2) • Mémoire sur la tbéorie des polyèdres", Journal de l' École Polytechnlque, 

Cahier 47. 
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The semiregulal' polytopes of the second kind are the polar-reci
procal figures of those given in the ta.ble with respect to a concentric 
spbere. 

The definition of semiregtllar polyhOOron given above had to be 
modified in order to make it applicable to polydimensional spaces. 

We say that a polyhedron possesses a "charactéristic of regularity", 
if either all the vertices, or aU tbe edges, or all the faces are equal 
to eachotller. Equality of vertices signifies that the polyangles 
formed by the edges concurring in each vertex are congruent (Ol' 

symmetrie); equalit.y of faces consists in the congrnency of the 
limiting polygons. But the equality of OOges includes two different 
parts which can present themselves each for itself: equality in length 
of the 00 ges and equality of the angles of position of the faces 
thl'ough the edges. So all the polybedl'a of the table have edges of 
the same lengt.h but -- with exception of the numbers 6 and 7 -
more than one kind of angles of .position, whilst quite the reverse 
presents itself with the corresponding polyhedra of the second kind. 
If tbe equality of edges is realizoo only part.ially - as in the case 
of the polyhedra of the table - we speak of a "half characteristic" 
so that these polyhOOra admit 1 i characteristies. By bringing this 
result in connection with the circumstance that a polybedron caD 

admit 3 characteristic6, the epitbeton "semiregular" obtains a literary 
signification. As the polyhedl'a N°. 6 and N°. 7 of the table possess 
both the half characteristics of the edges, these polyhOOra must be 
<,alled ", / .-regular" accOl'ding to our system. 

We remark that tbe characteristics of a semiregular polyhedron 
ot' one of the two kinds are lacking in the corresponding polyhedron 
of tbe ot bel'. Moreovel' that we are obliged to observe a quite 
determinate order of succession in counting the characteristiC's of a 
polyhedron of defined kind and,· beginning at the commencernent, to 
count successive chal'actel'istics only, i. e. in Ihe case of polybedl'a 
of the first kind to take into account successively equality of vertices. 
equality in lenglh of edges, equality of allgles of position l'Ound 
edges, equality of faces, and reversely in tbc case of polyhedra of 
the second kind, IC this order of succession was not observed e. g. 
with respect to the two half cbaracteristics of the edges a boom 
with different length, breadth, and height would appeal' as a semi
regular poly hool'on of the first kind on account of equality of ver
tices and anl1;les of position, whilst a double pyramid lormed by the 
snperposition of two races of two equal l'egldar tetrah'edra would 
appeal' as a semiregulal' }lolybedroJl of the second kind, to which 
enuneiations fundamental objections can he raised. 
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Now the definition of "degree of regularity" extended to higber 
spaces runs as follows: 

"Tbe degree Qf regularity of an ?I-dimensional polytope is a fraction 
with n as numerator and the number p of the successive cbarac
teristics of regularity as denominator, this nnmber IJ being oounted 
in the case of a polytope of the first kind fl'om tbe vertex end, in 
the case of a poly type of tbe second kind from the end of the limiting 
n-1-dimensional polytope." 

In my dissel'talion I have contined myself to pólytopes of tbe 
first kind, tbe degree of regularity of which is ! at least. For the 
methods employed in unear'tbing tbese polytol'es I must refer to 
that memoir. 

In discussing my dissertation my promotor Dr. p, H. ScHOCTE 

remarked that if all tbe fractions representing possible degrees of 
regularity of an n-dimensional.polytope are reduced. to the denomi
nator 2n tbe IlUmerators 1 and 2n-1 will be lacking, on account 
of tbe fact tbat tbe first and tbe last characteristic have not been 
subdivided into two hah'es; so in this sense my scale contaim; 
something superf)uous. 

Indeed the classification of the polyhedra according to my scale 
is indicated in the diagram 

1 2 3 4 5 
0 1 

6 6 6 6 6 
I :----i ;---1 I i 
I P 1-5, 6,7 R 

8-15 

wbere the numbers 1-5, 8--15 at tbe midpoint and 6,7 at tbe 
right designate the polyhedra bearing these numbers in the tabie, 
whilst land R stand ror quite irregular and l'egular polyhedra and 
P cither for the beam or for the double pyramid mentioned' above, 
according to the scale corresponding either to polyhedra of the fit"st 
or to polyhedra of the second kind. Indeed tbe points of division 
1 5 
- and - are unoccupied and in Sn tbe analogous characteristic 
6 6 

1 
property presents itself witb respect to tOO points of division -

2n 
2n-l 

and --. 
2n 

It goes without saying tbat we can take away tbe superfluity 
indicated (of the two points of division adjacent on either side to 
tbe extremities) eitlter by couming each of the two extreme charact-
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el'istics, that of the vertices and that of the limiting n-·1-dimensional 
po Iytopes, fur half a c haracteris tic , Q/' - what comes to the same
by counting eac.h of the two extreme characteristics and each of the 
two balves of the remaining intermediate characteristics for one. So 
the scale re.lating to our space passes into 

1 2 3 
0 1 

4 4: 4 
I I I I 

I P 1-5, 6,7 R 
8-15 

where the numbers and the letters IJave the same meaning as above. 

An n-dimensional polytope of the degree of regularity P according 
. n 

to the scale given in my dissertation will be qualified, fol' 1 ~ P ~ 12 - 1, 

by the degree of regularity p-i àccording to the new scale, whilst 
n-l 

tbis d~l-ee would acquire fhe same value for both scales in the 
cases IJ = 0 and p = n, i.e. for entirely irregular and for regular 
polytopes. For in the cases 1 ~ P ~ n - 1 a polytope loses in the 
first of the two possibilities indicated by either and or a half charade
ristic, wbilst the total number of available characteristics diminishes 
by a half at either side which changes the denominator n into u-1. 

In this paper I wish to take position with respect to tbe modifi
cation of my scale due to Dr. SCHOUTE. Thereby I will bave occasion 
to point out three different moments. 

1. Besides for entirely irregular and fOi' regular polytopes the 
two scales coincide with r~pect to semiregular polytopes proper, 
For the sllpposition 

gives 
2p(n-l) = n(2p-l). 

i. e. p = in and therefore 

l!...=p-i = i. 
n n-l 

80, if we arrange the polytopes of space S" in three groups, for 
whicll the degree of regularity is successively smaller tllan a half, 
equal to a half and large I' thana half the modification pl'oposed 
brings no alteration in these groups. Othel'wise: in passing to the 
new scale the polytopes with a degree of regularity equal to a half 

. 14 
Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV. 
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do not slir, whilst - if we use sewas of the same length - the 
others execute a movement enlargillg their distance fl'om. the eenhoe. 
So Ihe polylopes with a degree of regularify of at least a half 
fOUIld hy me present themselvcs quite as weU if we use tbe uew 
scalc; so in tltis toespeel I have not the least objeclion 10 accept this 
new srale. I) 

2. Howt'\'el" one may not tlat.ter onesëlf with the hope, that the 
ncw scale shnll not contain superfluotls points of division with respect 
10 eithel" of the two ldnds of polytopes eonsidered for itself. In space 
8. alremly we find with respect to the polytope-S of the th'St kind 
in this new scale, agreeing with the old one for n = 3, Ihe point 

5 
of division - unoccllpied. 

6 
FOl' we have 

1 2 3 4 1) 
() - 1 

6 6 6 6 6 
,-----
I P e18(5) e.8(5) ('1\8(5) R 

whel'e land R have the same meaning ~ bafore, whilst P represents 
a l'ectnngulal' pamHelotope with edges of four different lengths and 
/\S(5), 1:38(5), ce, 8(5) indicale three polytopes deduced from the 
regula1' simplex 8 (5) of 8. in the notation gh'en by MI'S. A. BooI.E 
STOTT 2). 

:3. As the new scale contains no nnoccupied points of division in 
the ('ase n = 3 ollly, it would not be wo1'th while to substitute it 
1'01' mine, whieh has the advantage of treating all the grollps of 
limiting cIcments - vertices, edges, faces, etc. and the limits with 
tbe highest number of dimensions - on the same footing, if it did 
not possess a second ad vantage, in my opinion of great importance. 
We will treat tllis Romewhat in detail. 

In the detel'mination of ~be semiregula1' P91ytopes of the first kind 
I consider of any polytope the co1'responding "vertex polylope" 3). 
In general the verti('es of the latter are those vertices of tbe former 
joined by edges to a vertex of this original polytope. In all appendix 
to my dissel'tation I state the rule, that a polytope with edges of 

1) Dr. SCHOCTE requests me to communicate that the primitive idea of this new 
scale for SIl presented itself to him in an inter course with ~'. ZERNlKE, candidate 
in mathematics and physics at the University of Amsterdam. 

2) "Geometrical àeduction of semiregular from regular polytopes and space 
fillings", Vtrh. Kon. Akad. v. Wetenschappen, Amsterdam, lst series, Vol. Xl, nO. 1. 

s} Not to be confounded with the polytope of vertex import of Mrs. A. BOOL&.SToTT. 
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the same length I) admits one eharaeteristie of regularity more than 
its vertex polytope, i.e. if the latter is n-dimensienal and admits the 

degree of regularity ~, the former must admit the degree of regulal'ity 
n 

p+ 1. In this rule the indieated modification of the seale evidently 
n+1 
does not briJJg any alteration. If we build up an n+l-dimensional 
potytope by starting from a given n-dimensional vertex polytope, 
tbe n+1-dimensional polytope will possess all the charactel'istics of 
regularity of the n-dimensiona! one, each of these ádapted to limiting 
elements of one dimension higher, and moreover it obtains at the 
beginning of the series two new halves of eharaeteristics, i.e. equal 
vertices and edges of the same lengtll. Finally the denominator like
wise increases by unity, the new polytope admitting one dimension 
more tban its vertex polytope. 

In my dissertation I had to point ont an exeeption to th is ruIe, 
pl'esenting itself in the ease p = 0, i.e. when tbe vertex polytope 

.. I F' . 1 t 0 . t 1i . t d f 1 1S lrregu ar. or In t la case - passes m,o -- ms ea 0 --. 
n n+l ~+1 

80 the vertex polytope of the semiregtllar polyhedra of the table 
- i.e. "the vertex polygon" here - is an isosceles triangle fol' the 
numbers 1--5 and 14, an isoseeles trapezium for 8, 9, 15, a scalene 
triangle for 10, 11, a symmetrie pentagon for 12, 13 and tberefore 

o 1~ 
tbe degree of regularity "2 of tbe vertex polygon has to lead to 32 = i 
in the cases enumerated. This exception now disappears by intro
duetion of tbe new scale of Dr. ScHOUTE; for according to this seale 
o 1 
1 passes into 2' in these cases. • 

On account of the latter important advantage of the new seale 
ovet' the old one I wish to aceept the first. Therefore I insert 
finally a seeond table in which the polydimensional pol:ytopes with 
a degree of regularity egual to Ol' sUl'passin~ ! are enumerated with 
addition of their degree of regularity according to the new scale. 

'fhe superscripts SIl represent the number of the n-dimensional 
limÎts of die polytope, 'fhe character of these limits is indicated by 
1I0tations, the meaning of which is partially cIear by itself or by 
the first table of this paper. Moreover we may state the me~ning 
of the following symbols : 

1) Tbe latter bas been supposed tacitly on p. 129. 
14* 



- 
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-Sk 
ai 

J 

Si) I SI I Sz I DegreeiNotation 5:J 
I I S. I 5, I ~ 

I 

4:6 tCs 10 301 (10+20)1'3 50+5T 

I 3:6 tCII 32 96 641'3 + 24P. 8CO+16T 
3:6 tC24 '1: 2881 96Pa + 144P4 I 24 CO + 24 C I 
4:6 t400 

11200 
3600 (1200 + 2400)1'3 600 0 + 120 I 

3:6 tCI20 3600 2400Pa + nopö 120 lD -+- 600 T 
3:6 30 60 2OPa+20P6 10 tT 
3:6 288 576 1921'3 + 144Ps 48 tC 
3:6 20 60 40Pa + 3OP4 lOT+20P. 
3:6 144 576 384Pa + 288P4 ~O+ 192 Pa 
3:6 n2 2n2 n2P .. +2nPn 2nPn 
5:8 Ss2 20 90 120Pa 3OT,..300 12 tCs 
6:8 HMs 16 80 160P3 (80+ 40)T 16Cs + lOCI6 
4:8 ~1 15 60 (20+60)P3 30T + 150 6Cs +6tCs 
4:8 CrSI 40 240 (80+ 320)Pa 160T+800 32 tC5 + 10 C16 
4:8 CrS2 , 80 480 (320 + 320)P3 80T+2000 32 tCs + 10 C24 1: 10 V72 72 720 2160P3 2160 T 432 Cs + 270 CI6 54HMs 
6: 10 HM6 32 240 640P3 (160 + 4BO)T I 192C5 +60CI6 32~+ 12HMs 
8: 10 V'l:] 27 216 nOh 1080 T ! 216 Cs + 432 Cs 72Ss +27 Crs 

10: 12 V56 56 756 4032P3 10080 T i 12000 Cs (2016 + 4032) Ss 576 ~ + 126 Crt} 
8: 12 Vl26 126 I 2016 100BOPa 20looT I (4032+ 12096)C5 403255 + 756Crs 57656 + 56V27 
6: 12: VS76 576 10080 40320P3 : (30240+20160)T 116128C5+7560C161 2016S5 +2268HMsI126HM6 +56V72 I I 1209600 T' 1(241920+967680)C51483840S5+60480cr51138240~+ 6720 V~7 8: 14i V~16n 2160 69120 483840P3 

12: 14; V,4Q 240 6720 60480P3 241920 T 483840C5 48384055 (69120+138240)~ 

Sr I 
I 
i 

~ 

17280 Sr + 240 VI 26 

17280 Sr + 2160 Cr, 
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C 
0 
C" , 
Cu 
Cu 
Sn 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
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tetrahed ron , 
hexahedron (cube), 
octahedron, 
fOllrdimensional ti ve-ceIJ, 

" sixteen-cell, 
" twin ty fom'-cel I, 

n·dimensional simplex, 
Cr,. " " cross polytope. 

The eaBflS in which we have to deal with a half chal'acte1'istic 
are also indicated in (his tabJe, So e,g, the first polytope of the table 
is limited by equilateral triangles of two different kinds, pl'esenting 
themselves in the numbers 10 and 20. 

Jlepl'el, June, 1912. 

ChemÎstry. - "G'vnll'lbution to t/le knowledge of the direct nitration 

of alip/uztic' imino compounds". Bj' Prof. A. P. N. FIUNCHBlONT 

and Dl', J. V. DUBSKY. 

111 the Janual'y meeting 1907 I had the honou1' to gi ve a survey 
of the action of ahsolute nih'ic acid on satul'ated heterocycJic COIll
pounds whose l'Ïllg consists of C and N atollls, This originated in 
the fact obsel'voo and descl'iboo by Dr. DONK, that the so-called 

H 
glycocollanlt,lldf'üle H,C-N-CO, in which the gl'OUp NH is placed 

I I 
OC-N-CH, 

H 
bet ween CO and CH., nitrated with difficulty, with muelt more difficulty 
than I had expected because a number of ofher hetel'ocyclic com
pounds with rings of five or six atoms in which the gl'oup NH is 
placed in the same manner may be readily nitrated with absolute 
nitric acid at the ordinary tem perat ure. This was not the case here; 
only a treatment of the nHrate with acetic anhydride Ol', as I showed 
with DI', FRIEDMANN, of the glycocoll anhydride with acetic anhydride 
and nitric acid gave a mono-' and a dinitl'odel'ivative. 

CH, 
I H 

With tne so-called alanine anhydl'ide HC-N-CO and with tile 
I I 

OC-N-CH 

H ÓH. 


